STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club: Banks Peninsula Racing Club
Date: 30 October 2011
Weather: Fine
Track: Good 2
Rail: True
Stewards: A Ray (Chairman), J McLaughlin, R Quirk
Typist: C McMullan
GENERAL:

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:

Late scratchings:
Suspensions:
Fines:

ALL ABOARD, ZAH GIRL, CARLYON BAY, MR THORPEDO, KINDRED,
ZENAGEN, MADE MY POINT, ARIETTA, SO ELUSIVE, DIVINE
BROWNE, PINSGOLD
R4 – L Whelan, Rule 638(1)(d), licence to ride in races suspended
4 days effective 2nd to 6th November 2011 inclusive.
R1 – S Woodsford, Rule 616(3), presented REGAL PRINCESS to
race without side winkers, $100.

Warnings:
Embargos:
Horse Actions:
Bleeders:
Medical Certificates:

R4 – FIREWORKS, veterinary clearance required.

Rider Changes:

R4 – C Lunn (unwell) was replaced by S Muniandy as the rider of
KEEPITINTHEFAMILY.
R6 – R Bishop (injured) was replaced by T Moseley as the rider of
ASCOT ANGEL.
R6 – C Lunn (unwell) was replaced by S Muniandy as the rider of
QUEEN PEARL.
R7 – R Bishop (injured) was replaced by A Webb as the rider of
AUSSIEAUSSIEAUSSIE.
R7 – T Direen (injured) was replaced by K Walters as the rider of
HEAVEN SENT.
R9 – C Lunn (unwell) was replaced by L McKay as the rider of
PREMIER LADY.
R9 – T Direen (injured) was replaced by R Hurdle as the rider of
ANDROMACHE.
R10 – R Bishop (injured) was replaced by C Johnson as the rider of
EVIDENCE.
R10 – T Direen (injured) was replaced by S Muniandy as the rider
of PEE VEE.

R3 – R Bishop, medical clearance required.
R4 – C Lunn, medical clearance required.
R6 – T Direen, medical clearance required.

R11 – R Bishop (injured) was replaced by L Allpress as the rider of
LAZZARONI.
R11 – T Direen (injured) was replaced by C Winberg as the rider of
PINSGOLD.

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
RURAL LIVESTOCK RATING 65 (1400m)
HUNDRED PIPERS shifted in on jumping and bumped REGAL PRINCESS.
MANTOVA and THRILLER raced keenly in the early stages.
OUR PREMONITION was inclined to race keenly for some distance approaching the first
turn.
HUNDRED PIPERS and MANTOVA were obliged to race wide throughout.
Rounding the turn near the 700m OUR PREMONITION shifted wider inconveniencing
MANTOVA.
WIN OR RIFLE had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early stages of the home straight.
When questioned regarding the performance of OUR PREMONITION, rider A Webb
explained that the filly raced ungenerously in the early stages and was inclined to hang out
throughout. He stated he was forced wider rounding the turn passing the 700m and the
filly did not finish the race off as expected thereafter.
Race 2
TAI TAPU HOTEL MAIDEN (1400m)
The start of this event was officially delayed two minutes on TAB request.
STRIPES was slow to begin
REALLY RUSTY began awkwardly and lost ground.
TOUGH NUT shifted out on jumping and hampered SECRET LOVE.
OLE GINGE shifted in abruptly on jumping and lost ground.
ZAH GIRL was crowded on jumping between TRADER and EQUITY RULER which shifted in.
SCARLET TIGER raced greenly and became unbalanced passing the 1100m. DIAMOND DAYS
which was following had to be checked when awkwardly close to the heels of SCARLET
TIGER at that stage.
SECRET LOVE was obliged to race wide throughout.
When questioned regarding the performance of GIUSEPPE, rider R Hannam explained that
the gelding received a comfortable run throughout however did not finish off as expected.
Race 3
TONY MOUNCE MORTGAGES LIMITED MAIDEN (2200m)
CARLYON BAY and CLARE FITZ were slow to begin.
WHIRLED AWAY got its head up and raced fiercely in the early stages.
Near the 2100m WHIRLED AWAY which was racing keenly was steadied and crowded for
room by CARITA (A Webb) which shifted in. A Webb was advised to exercise more care
when shifting ground in future.
SILVER STARS hung out throughout the event.
SILVER STARS broke down passing the 250m. BACCO and SCRUFFLES which were following
were checked. ZAZZADAAD which was racing to the outside of SILVER STARS was also
checked in this incident. SILVER STARS was subsequently euthanaised.
OUR ZULU GIRL was held up for clear running inside the final 200m.
R Bishop, the rider of SILVER STAR, was inspected by St John’s Ambulance Paramedics and
found to have sustained broken ribs and was stood down for the remainder of his rides. R
Bishop needs to provide a medical clearance prior to riding again.
Race 4

CANTERBURY EQUINE CLINIC RATING 75 (2200m)

Stewards permitted S Muniandy to replace C Lunn (ill) as the rider of KEEPITINTHEFAMILY.
C Lunn needs to produce a medical clearance prior to riding again.
KEEPITINTHEFAMILY was inclined to race keenly in the early stages.
Apprentice rider L Whelan, in the presence of trainer N Ridley, admitted a charge under the
provisions of Rule 638(1)(d) in that she allowed her mount STAR MISS to shift out near the
100m when insufficiently clear of ALPINE HEIGHTS which had to be checked and lost
running to which it was entitled. The JCA suspended L Whelan’s licence to ride in races for
4 days effective 2nd to 6th November 2011 inclusive.
A post race veterinary examination of FIREWORKS revealed the gelding to be displaying a
swollen fetlock. The connections of FIREWORKS were advised that a veterinary clearance is
required prior to racing again.
Race 5
BERKLEY STUD THREE YEAR OLD (1200m)
DARCI COUP got its head up and raced fiercely in the early and middle stages.
Rounding the first turn SINGLE GESTURE which was racing keenly improved into a narrow
run to the inside of PATRICE which was also racing fiercely at that stage. PATRICE and
SINGLE GESTURE came together and bumped on a number of occasions as a result.
DARCI COUP was reported to have struck itself behind during the running.
SINGLE GESTURE was reported to have lost a plate during the running.
When questioned regarding the performance of PATRICE, rider C Johnson explained that
the gelding was inclined to hang out throughout and after initially responding to his urgings
in the early stages of the home straight disappointed thereafter.
Race 6
FREEDOM FARMS HAPPY PIG RATING 65 (1200m)
AUDI was slow to begin.
GAMBLE which was racing keenly had to be steadied when awkwardly placed close to the
heels of QUEEN PEARL near the 1000m.
AUDI was obliged to race wide throughout.
TALLYHO TUI was held up for clear running rounding the home turn and in the early stages
of the home straight.
GAMBLE had to be steadied near the 250m when awkwardly placed close to the heels of
SIR LUIS.
Apprentice T Direen was dislodged from her mount TALLYHO TUI on pulling up following
the race. As Ms Direen was undergoing medical attention from St John’s Ambulance
Paramedics, Stewards excused her from weighing in. T Direen was subsequently stood
down from her remaining riding engagements and will require a medical clearance prior to
racing again.
Race 7
C.S. STEVENS MEMORIAL BANKS PENINSULA CUP (1400m)
VINTNER was slow to begin.
Near the 1200m VINTNER had to be checked when becoming awkwardly placed on the
heels of COURT DANCER.
Approaching the turn near the 800m VINTNER clipped the heels of MADE MY POINT, which
shifted out slightly at that stage. As a result VINTNER blundered and lost ground.
Race 8
DR C.G. MURFITT & ASSOCIATES MAIDEN (1200m)
RAGGIO SPERANZA was crowded on jumping between MICKY O’REILLY and ELLEAYE, both
of which shifted ground.
ELLEAYE raced greenly in the early stages.
CHAMPAGNE EVA got its head up and raced keenly in the early stages.
Passing the 1100m YOU DIDN’T ASK, when racing keenly improved onto the back of

ARIETTA, clipped heels and blundered, losing ground. RAGGIO SPERANZA which was
following clipped the heels of YOU DIDN’T ASK, blundered badly and lost considerable
ground. Rider R Hurdle explained that the saddle shifted during the incident, placing him at
a disadvantage thereafter.
RAGGIO SPERANZA shifted out abruptly rounding the turn near the 800m.
Rounding the turn near the 700m CHAMPAGNE EVA and OKAVANGO were crowded
between RAGGIO SPERNAZA which shifted in and YOU DIDN’T ASK which when racing
greenly shifted out. CHAMPAGNE EVA had to be checked and lost ground in the incident.
As no rider could be found at fault for the incident no further action was taken.
Rounding the turn near the 450m CRAWFORD had to be steadied after attempting a
narrow run to the inside of ARIETTA which shifted ground marginally.
SALLY COURTNEY and RAGGIO SPERANZA were both attended to by the Club’s Veterinarian
after being galloped on during the running.
Race 9
TELTRAC COMMUNICATIONS HANDICAP (1200m)
PREMIER LADY began awkwardly and lost ground at the start.
ANAHERA raced wide throughout.
Race 10
FREEDOM FARMS HAPPY PIG MAIDEN (1200m)
AL CHUDLEIGH was slow to begin.
RATE MYSELF reared at the start and lost ground.
EXCUSE O’ raced keenly during the early stages.
RAPID KASH got its head up and raced fiercely and had to be steadied when awkwardly
placed on the heels of EXCUSE O’ near the 900m.
PEE VEE got its head up and raced greenly for some distance rounding the turn near the
800m.
SHORT BLACK was held up for clear running for some distance rounding the home turn and
had to be steadied near the 300m when awkwardly placed close to the heels of RAPID
KASH.
When questioned regarding the performance of RAPID KASH, rider L Allpress advised that
the horse would be better suited racing on softer track conditions.
EVIDENCE was held up for some distance passing the 500m and had to be checked when
awkwardly placed close to the heels of CHICKEN GEORGE.
PEE VEE was inclined to hang out rounding the home turn near the 500m.
Rounding the turn near the 400m HORSEWIFNONAME was crowded wider on the track by
RATE MYSELF which was carried out by DIVINE BROWNE which was inclined to hang out at
that stage. HORSEWIFNONAME became unbalanced and shifted out in the incident.
Race 11
LINCOLN GRAIN AND PRODUCE LTD RATING 75 (1200m)
MARAVILLOSO knuckled on jumping and lost ground.
OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE raced keenly during the early stages.
Rounding the turn near the 700m OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE had to be steadied when
crowded for room by PHOENICIAN which when racing keenly improved onto the heels of
LAZZARONI and shifted wider on the track.
OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early stages of the
home straight.
DIAMOND JULES was obliged to race wide throughout.
When questioned regarding the performance of LAZZARONI, rider L Allpress explained that
the gelding did not feel comfortable on the firm track conditions in the run to the finish. A
post race veterinary examination of LAZZARONI did not reveal any obvious abnormalities
revealed no abnormalities.

